
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 
 

Last Cloudia x Persona 5 Royal Collaboration Event Released! 

[TOKYO, JAPAN – May 19, 2022] AIDIS Inc. is pleased to announce that starting May 26, its 

popular mobile RPG Last Cloudia will host a collaboration event with the PS4 RPG Persona 5 

Royal.  

 

Additionally, on Monday, May 23, there will be a livestream to celebrate the collaboration 

event between the two RPGs. Planned announcements include further details about the event 

and the amazing promotions that will be held with it. 

 

Please tune in for more details about this exciting collaboration event!    

   



Official Livestream “Last Cloudia TV” Collab Special 

Receive all sorts of news about this collaboration event with Persona 5 Royal including details 

about the amazing promotions that will be held during the collaboration. 

 

Livestream date and time: 

May 23, 2022, 8 pm (PT) 

 

Broadcast URL: 

https://youtu.be/FaUeWxF9M_g 

 

About the Persona Series 

 

An RPG set in modern-day Japan, where players experience familiar life as a high school student, 

nurturing friendships and romance, while also having to face supernatural incidents surrounding 

mysterious rumors and urban legends. The story follows the development of a group of young 

adults who awaken their ability to summon Persona; a manifestation of one's "inner self" in the 

form of ancient gods and demons, as they tackle hardships. 

 

Persona 5 Royal Official Site: 

https://p5r.jp/ 
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About Last Cloudia 

 

 
Last Cloudia is an action JRPG whose quirky characters and cinematic effects weave a 

sprawling tale of the bond between man and beast. Its fast-paced battles feature pixel art 

characters sweeping though 3D playspaces. 

 

Click here to download the app for free: 

iOS: https://apps.apple.com/app/id1473588527 

Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aidis.lastcloudiaen 

 

------------------------------------------- 

* Android, Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC. 

* iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries 

and regions. 

* App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 

* iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is 

used under license. 

 

© 2018-2022 AIDIS Inc. 

 

 

### 

For further information contact: 

Name: Kit Garchow 

Email: christophergarchow@aidis.co.jp 
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